
USING THE INDUCTION HOB

Scheme of the stove surface

Control panel diagram
Heat level indicator

Use the sensor field to operate the device. Displays, indicators and
sounds let you know what features are activated.

Induction cooking zone

Cooking zone timer indicatorsControl panel

Sensor field Function Note

Sensor field Function Note

Screen Description

ON/OFF To switch the hob on and off.

Hob²Hood To turn the function on and off in manual mode.

Lock / child lock To lock/unlock the control panel.

Pause To turn the function on and off.

Heat level indicator To show the degree of heat.

Shows which field the time is set to.

Timer display To show the time in minutes.

To select a cooking zone.

To increase or decrease time

To determine the degree of heat.

PowerBoost To turn on the function.

The cooking zone is switched off.

The cooking zone is switched on.
A dot means a change of half a degree of heat.

The pause is on.

Automatic heating is on.

PowerBoost is on.

This is a error.

OptiHeat Control (3-level residual heat indicator): Continue
cooking / keeping warm / residual heat.

Lock / Child lock is on.

Unsuitable dishes, or there is no dishes on the cooking zone at all.

Auto power off is on.



all cooking zones are switched off
after switching on the stove, the heat level is not determined
if something has fallen or been placed on the control panel
(dish, cloth, etc.) and it has not been removed from there
within 10 seconds. An acoustic signal sounds and the stove
switches off. Remove the object or clean the control panel.
The stove gets too hot (e.g. the dishes are dry on the plate).
Allow the cooking zone to cool down before using the stove
again. • you are using an unsuitable cookware. Symbol       lights
up and after 2 minutes the cooking zone switches off
automatically. • you have not switched off the cooking zone or
changed the heat level. After a while, lights up      and stove
turns off.

The function switch off the stove automatically if:

Heat level and the stove's switch-off time:

To increase heat level touch
To reduce heat level touch  
To switch off the cooking zone touch at the same time         & 

Select the heat level first.
To activate the function: touch             lights up for 4 seconds. The
timer remains on. 

To turn off the function: touch      . The last used heat level lights
up. When the stove is turned off, this function also turns off

This function prevents accidental switching on the hob.
To activating the function: turn on the stove with      . Do not
select a heat level. Touch        for 4 seconds.        lights up. Turn off
the stove using       .
To turn off the function: turn on the stove with       . Do not select
a heat level. Touch       for 4 seconds.       lights up. urn off the stove
using      .

To ignore the function during one cooking session: turn on the
stove with       .        lights up. Touch       for 4 seconds. 
Select the heat level within 10 seconds. Now the stove can be
used. If you turn off the stove using      , the function is re-enabled.

USING THE INDUCTION HOB

Switching on and off
To turn on or off the stove, please hold for 1 second

Automatic switch off

Heat level

Lock
You can lock the control panel while using the cooking zones. This
prevents accidental changes to the heat setting.

Child lock

Heat level The stove will switch off after

6 hours

5 hours

4 hours

1.5 hours


